
DIGITIZED EXPENSES ON THE CLOUD
W E  H E L P  YO U  D R I V E  I T  E F F I C I E N T LY  

REQUEST. REVIEW. REIMBURSE.

EXPENSE



Repetitive approvals → Lost strategic time

Conversion inaccuracies → Incorrect claims

Only on-premise access→Delayed on-the-go inputs 

Ineffective reporting →No actionable insight

Incorrect/duplicate inputs→Higher costs 

Non-compliance →Higher operating costs

Manual errors →Unbalanced financials

Improper consolidation → Zero utilization insight

No categorization → Incorrect budget allocations

Multi-system quagmire → Tedious consolidation

Challenges seen 
in today’s 

EXPENSE 
SYSTEMS

WE’VE CREATED THE IDEAL GLOBAL EXPENSE 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM! 

HERE’S A PREVIEW

Dashboards/tracker → Efficient management 

Categories/eligibility → Informed requisitions

Mobile proof uploads →On time inputs

Advanced reporting & analytics → Efficiency drivers

One scalable system → It grows with you

Globally compliant system →Org/regionally compliant

Flexi-workflow →Quick, on time data

Duplication/inconsistencies detection →Cost efficiencies

One-click approvals →More strategic time

Formula configuration →Accurate conversions

AT



This is Paula. She is a Regional
Financial Head for the European
cluster and is responsible for
managing and ensuring the
spend is aligned with the Global
Finance strategy and allocation.

The annual planning meet is
right around the corner as part of
which she has to prepare budget
forecasts for all the cost centers.
She can not only quote accurate
forecasts per quarter, with
Neeyamo Expense can also
advocate it with reports detailing
previous spend patterns across
the centers and to what level of
the same impact can be foreseen
for the upcoming year. Best of
all? she can access these reports
at the click of a button!

Here’s Harvey, a client partner
plus globe trotter. He has
multiple expenses like air tickets,
client entertainment, car rentals,
food, accommodation – just to
quote a few! Typically, after a
long exhaustive travel, he would
have to raise these expenses
under different budgets with
approval requisition from at least
9 people.

Well, Harvey needn’t wait that
long! Here he is, checking out of
the hotel just as he checks in the
expenses incurred along with
proof in the NW Expense mobile
application. With automated
workflows, the approvals are
automatically pushed to the
respective managers and budget
owners. Go mobile, go live with
Neeyamo.

WORKING ITS MAGIC 



Ask for a Solution Demo.

twitter.com/neeyamo LinkedIn.com/company/neeyamo facebook.com/neeyamo

Explore more impactful

USER EXPERIENCES 
from

Call: +1-888-9-NEEYAM

Email: irene.jones@neeyamo.com

Website: www.neeyamo.com

EXPENSE
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